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Abstract: This paper interrogates the relationship between the histories of black musical
production in the United States and the evolution of sound recording technology since the
late 19th century through its successive mediations. The development of certain devices,
such as the phonograph and the tape recorder, facilitated the spread and documentation
of different genres of African-American music, while the formal innovations ofthese
genres, particularly hip-hop, have also directly informed and altered the course and use
ofthese technologies. After providing this history, the paper looks to the voice through
the lens of what I term the sonic unconscious, hearkening to Walter Benjamin's concept
of "unconscious optics" in his famous artwork essay - different mediations ofthe voice
through sound technologies allow listeners to hear the voice in novel ways. Lastly, this
paper will look to emerging rapper Lil B, both his music and the discourse surrounding
it, as a case that allows for further understanding of how artists and fans themselves work
through the history oftechnology and musical production in hip-hop, and how the voice
acts as referent both to lyrical, linguistic modes of signification and material affectivity.
By the end, this work's emphasis on mediation will allow us to think about how the
sociology of art can account for the autonomy and specificity of cultural texts while
unpacking the sociohistorical processes that enable their constitution and legibility.

Introduction

Originally, the scope ofthis thesis was quite narrow, conceived to address a very

particular problematic within hip-hop scholarship. As an avid rap music listener, I was

initially excited to discover academic literature that spoke in sophisticated ways to my

interests in hip-hop. Once I engaged more deeply with the literature, however, I began to

recognize a tendency by many writers to treat hip-hop as either a predominantly literary

(i.e. Bradley 2009) or sociological construct (i.e. Asante 2008) without systematically

discussing the constitutive, formal aesthetic qualities of its texts, its beats, its songs. 1 This

is especially unfortunate for the study of hip-hop, because, as noted by Michael

Jeffries, "the mechanics of hip-hop allow for conflict and contestation, even within

1 Asante (2008) is the most egregious example of this, as he condemns hip-hop for losing its
activist (or, by his terms, "activist") potential in broad strokes without ever really considering
the ways in which hip-hop texts musically work. Reading him was my initial inspiration for this
entire project.



bounded commodities. Songs and perfonnances, in addition to being polyphonic, are

often polytextual, and poly-ideological" (Jeffries 2011: 14). In trying to conceptualize

how one could do justice to hip-hop's complex aesthetic components, as well as place it

in a sociohistorical context, I was increasingly drawn toward linking the two together

through the history of sound technology. The central premise ofthis thesis is precisely

that both social and affective dimensions of black musical production can be better

understood when examined in reference to the history of sound technology.

Theory and Methodology

Theoretically, this thesis is infonned by previous work undertaken within the

sociology of art. My concern with accounting for the complexity of hip-hop texts'

musical, pleasurable, affective dimensions alongside the sociohistorical processes that

enable the creation, circulation, and consumption of hip-hop and other black musical

fonns exemplifies a problematic that exists within the sociology of art more generally.

From its very inception as a subdiscipline, the sociology of art has traditionally

been "less interested in creation, genius or the works 'in themselves' than in what makes

these categories appear as such," and this lack of concern for artistic work extends to the

sociology of music as well (Reunion 2003, 81). The impulse to demystify and destabilize

the supposed transcendental qualities of the artwork has led to a proliferation of studies

that ignore their autonomy and specificity (if not denying them outright), stressing the

socially constructed parameters of artistic taste, judgment, and creativity (Bourdieu 1984;

Tomlinson 1993; DiMaggio 1987). Others, however, have attempted to push back against

such sociologically reductive accounts ofthe work perfonned by art, either explicitly or

implicitly calling for a more nuanced, non-reductive fonn of sociological aesthetics



(Wolff 1981; Griswold 1987; Born 2009; Rennion 2003).

Fittingly, my work draws more upon the latter strain of literature than the former.

Rennion (2003), in particular provides a theoretical foundation for my choice to attempt

a more sensitive sociological aesthetics of hip-hop through focusing upon the histories of

black music and sound recording technology. Reunion elaborates upon how music

presents an especially fraught challenge for the sociology of art, given how it is devoid of

the readily visible, static content found in visual objects: in Rennion's words, "social

interpretations just take it as the expression of a social group (ethnic trance, rock

concert), aesthetic studies as a non-verbal language of immediacy... The works are

not 'already there', faced with differences in taste also 'already there', over-determined

by the social. They always have to be played again" (82). The sensory experience ofthe

musical work is ephemeral, fleeting, and can only recaptured through another

performance (whether via live musicians or the playback of records). For Reunion, the

key to conducting a nuanced sociological aesthetics resides in one's attempts to

understand the "work of art as a mediation," which involves looking to "the gestures,

bodies, habits, materials, spaces, languages, and institutions which it inhabits" - the

social processes and contexts in which it is rooted - while simultaneously "seeing it as a

transformation, a productive work, and allowing oneselfto take into account the (highly

diversified) ways in which actors describe and experience aesthetic pleasure" (Rennion

2003: 83)2 This is precisely the balance that I hope to strike in the following chapters of

2 Adopting this perspective, Rennion details an interesting account of how early hip-hop artists
interrupted the "very gesture of the great stage performance" associated with rock and its
attendant venues, through the emphasis on spontaneous, improvisatory performances and block
parties in quotidian, lived spaces, exemplified by the street - their different locations, styles of
performance, and presentation could be read as differing forms of mediation (86).



this thesis, and my inspiration in looking to sound reproduction technology as my point

of entry. A history of sound reproduction technology allows us to envision the

transformations of the materials used and spaces traversed by differing black musical

forms, while also opening a crucial node for understanding how listeners' and producers'

affective engagements with these forms have evolved alongside each successive vehicle

of musical mediation. 3

While I will provide something of an overarching sketch of how black music has

transformed through its successive mediations, the case I examine with most specificity

is that of Lil B. Lil B, a contemporary hip-hop artist from Berkeley, has been able to

establish a substantial following and media presence through his use ofthe Internet as

medium for the promotion, distribution, and consumption of his music. Thus, I will rely

on a variety of online sources - i.e. blogs, YouTube comments, web-based interviews,

freely downloadable mixtapes - for the purposes of understanding Lil B's output as it is

mediated, in Rennion's sense. I look to these online materials as the context in which Lil

B's music is being produced, circulated, and consumed by a variety of audiences.

I am not the first to look to the Internet as a locus of rich, ethnographic material.

In his groundbreaking study of online virtual world Second Life, Tom Boellstorff argues

for the increasing relevance of examining virtual, online communities using traditional

forms of social inquiry: "since people find virtual worlds meaningful sites for social

action, cultures in virtual worlds exist whether we like it or not; our task as ethnographers

is to study them" (Boellstorff2008: 62). While his primary concern rests within avatar-

3 Again, some brief examples of different forms of mediation would be private stage vs. public
park, vinyl vs. CD, MP3 vs. cassette tape, along with the attendant practices and gestures of
production, distribution, and consumption associated with each location and format.



based virtual worlds, I would maintain that other Internet media (such as YouTube,

Myspace, and Twitter) have also emerged as meaningful sites for social action,

particularly with respect to the ways in which hip-hop music is shared, sold, discussed,

and listened t04 Boelstorff's observation that "Virtual worlds increasingly have 'real'

ramifications" - that online flows of data have omine, material implications - is also

becoming increasingly accurate for hip-hop artists, as will become apparent as the case of

Lil B is explored in depth (21).

But more specifically, my explorations of the way Lil B's music is channeled

through Internet media and received by its users are theoretically informed by danah

boyd's understanding of social network sites as "networked publics" (boyd 2010) and

Stanley Fish's conception of "interpretive communities" (Fish 1976). By boyd's

definition, networked publics "are publics that are restructured by networked

technologies. As such, they are simultaneously (I) the space constructed through

networked technologies and (2) the imagined collective that emerges as a result ofthe

intersection of people, technology, and practice" (boyd 2010: 39). Given Lil B's (and

other hip-hop artists') significant activity on media enabled by online network

technologies, theorizing Lil B's audience(s) as a part of a networked public would be apt.

In fact, Lil B's success is predicated on his skillful exploitation of the new kinds of

affordances contained within the structure of networked publics to the end

of "amplifying, recording, and spreading information and social acts" (44). For instance,

one of the central dynamics identified by danah boyd within networked publics is that of

4 One would be hard-pressed, for example, to find a hip-hop artist (aspiring or otherwise) lacking
a MySpace, YouTube, or Twitter page - most likely, one would have one of each. Additionally,
many rappers (such as Lil B) are increasingly



collapsed contexts, in which producers of media must "contend with groups of people

who reflect different social contexts and have different expectations as to what's

appropriate" simultaneously, given that one's audience in a networked public is invisible

and amorphous (50). My contention, however, is that Lil B has achieved fame precisely

by crafting his material to be incisive and yet open enough appeal to a cross-section of

audiences, or interpretive communities, that are keeping up with contemporary hip-hop

over the Internet - the sheer diversity of styles contained within thousands of released

tracks account for a multiplicity of approaches, a variety of frames through which

listeners work through "constituting their properties and assigning their intentions" (Fish

1976: 483). Thus, in order to understand the appeal of Lil B, one must understand how he

is navigating between several interpretive communities that are engaging his work

through networked publics via the Internet.

Outline

In chapter 1, I will discuss approaches that scholars and writers have taken

toward theorizing how the experiences of black subjects in the United States have

been reflected in black musical production. One approach, valorized by Black Arts

Movement writers such as Amiri Baraka, explicitly assumed that the experience of

black life in the United States, an experience marred by struggle and oppression, was

embedded directly within the structural components of black musical genres. Another

approach, taken up by musicologist Adam Krims, attempts to present a system for

mapping a rap song's "musical poetics," or its sonic organizational structure, as a

basis for conceptualizing the cultural work it performs. I will evaluate the strengths

and weaknesses of both approaches, suggesting that a more thorough consideration of



technology's role in the production of black music will enable one to better consider how

social context and musical structure can be thought through together.

In chapter 2, I will establish the critical importance of sound in black cultural

expression generally, given black subjects' historical denial of access to writing and

literacy through racist, violent institutions such as slavery. After this, I will provide a

history of sound recording in the United States, showing more specifically how its

development and the history of black musical production are intertwined. Black musical

forms, such as the blues and jazz, have been appropriated by the recording industry for

profit since the industry's very inception. Thus, black musical production has provided

the very capital that has allowed it to expand and develop. On the other hand, changes

within sound recording had direct effects on the evolution of black genres, given the

novel fact that once ephemeral performances also came to exist as portable, repeatable

records. Forms that were initially local to specific regions, such as early jazz (and later

hip-hop), were able to reach more distant communities, speeding up the circulation and

adoption of new styles of music.

In chapter 3, I will elaborate upon the ways in which sound recording has affected

the very formal, sonic organization of black musical production, doing so primarily

through the locus of the voice. The voice is a particularly rich site of analysis due to its

dual relationship to speech and linguistic signification alongside the material, embodied,

affective qualities of sound. More specifically, I will look at the role ofthe voice in hip

hop through the framework of what I refer to as sonic unconscious, the aural counterpart

to Walter Benjamin's articulation of "unconscious optics" in his essay "The Work of Art

in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction." Sound recording technology enables



perfonners and listeners to listen to music in novel ways, to uncover and locate sounds

that were always present but often overlooked. After providing some socioeconomic

context for the birth and growth of hip-hop, the chapter will examine a variety of

aesthetic phenomena within hip-hop (such as sampling and breath control), culminating

with that of Lil B, that speak to how the introduction ofthe sonic unconscious through

sound recording technology has altered the way black music has been evaluated and

produced. The case of Lil B will more fully allow us to understand music as mediation,

both in relation to the ways in which new media enables artists to how artists integrate its

novel uses within their production and to how different fonns of media shape the

consumption of music. By the conclusion, hopefully we can come a little closer to

resolving the tension between appreciating and interpreting the artwork in of itself while

taking into account its genesis in social, historical processes.



Chapter 1; Black Music Structure Meaning

There is a long tradition within black cultural criticism that is explicitly concerned

with integrating aesthetic and sociopolitical considerations of music, literature, and

poetry, particularly how a text or genre's structural features reflect or challenge those

of society at large. This chapter will provide an overview ofthese attempts, specifically

in relation to the writings of members ofthe Black Arts Movement (namely Amiri

Baraka). While acknowledging that there were a diverse number of viewpoints and

opinions represented by participants in the Black Arts Movement, Amiri Baraka's

proposal that aesthetics and ethics should be merged in art continues to exert a profound

influence on the way fans and scholars alike think about black music hip-hop, especially

as a progressive social movement - thus, he will be taken to stand in emblematically

for similar critics of his generation. It will also consider the shortcomings of these

approaches, as they run the risk of homogenizing diverse groups of artists producing

work on their own individual terms into overly totalizing frameworks. Finally, it will

suggest that hip-hop scholarship (and other musical scholarship, for that matter) can both

draw from and overcome some ofthe pitfalls ofthis approach through the inclusion of a

third axis besides the aesthetic/political: the technological. The following chapters will

more closely analyze how the aesthetic and political content of black sound and music in

the twentieth century are inextricably linked to developments within sound (re)production

technologies.

I would like to open this discussion with a consideration ofjazz musician

and "urban classical funk" composer Edward Bland's provocative, groundbreaking 1959



quasi-documentary essay film, The Cry ofJazz. In my view, it offers an exemplary

instance of how black critics and artists have mapped social structure onto musical

structure, with all of the attendant theoretical benefits and drawbacks. Even more

interestingly, on Bland's personal webpage, The Cry ofJazz is presented as the "first hip

hop film," due to its "confrontational" approach; I will expand upon this point further in

a moment.

Bland's thesis is easy to distill: the African-American experience, one marred by

oppression and struggle, is mirrored injazz's structural features. According to Bland in

his narration, "The cry ofjoy and suffering in jazz is based on the contradiction between

freedom and restraint. The feeling of freedom is based on the Negro's view of what life in

America should be, while the feeling of restraint is based on the actual inhuman situation

in which the Negro finds himself." More specifically, jazz's repetitive, predictable

harmonic structure (termed "changes") speaks to the "futureless future" that the black

subject in America must face, due to the limiting factors of racism. At the same time, jazz

artists' improvisational performances represent African-Americans' attempts to actualize

their hope for the present in the face of racial oppression. In order to historically ground

his argument, Bland provides an overview ofthe stylistic developments in jazz

culminating in cool jazz, explaining how each arose in response to particular historical

circumstances. For example, he ascribes Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie's invention

of bebop to the frustration felt by African-Americans in the late 1940s after not being

recognized for their contributions to World War II. After delineating its evolution so

carefully, however, Bland shockingly declares jazz to be dead. In his words, "Jazz cannot

grow because it was not meant to grow. Its dead body stands as a monument to the Negro



who is supposed to die in the American scheme ofthings." In doing so, he creates a

distinction between the "body" ofjazz, or its structural features, and the "spirit" of jazz.

The "spirit" of jazz will still live "because the Negro spirit must endure," and will find

another, freer mode of expression when conditions in America improve.

It is an intriguing and powerful argument in its own right, but the way Bland

chooses to present it makes it even more so. While a good deal ofthe film consists of

Bland's analytical narration over archival and scripted footage ofjazz concerts, the film's

narrative is actually driven by a dramatized, staged conversation at a loft party between

black and white guests. "Alex," essentially the fictional stand-in of Bland, debates and

outmaneuvers the white guests to argue that j azz could only be created by African

Americans, due to their unique suffering in America, refuting their claims that it is

simply "American" as exemplified through the performances of skilled white jazz

musicians. Alex and his friends boldly assert their authority over the whites present at the

gathering, emphasizing that a black lens is crucial to understanding and producing jazz

and other black art forms. This runs parallel to Baraka's claim in "Jazz and the White

Critic" that "each note means something quite in adjunct to musical notation," insinuating

that one must truly have knowledge of black history to make the connection between

what is happening on a purely musical level, the notes being played, and on a

sociopolitical one, the meanings ofthe notes (Baraka 1967: 15).

At any rate, having black characters correct white characters on their

misconceptions about black cultural production on film was radical in 1959, and one gets

the sense that this inversion of authority is why Bland has labeled The Cry ofJazz as the

first "hip-hop film." I would also like to call attention to how the film is arranged,



particularly in tenns of its score, in foreshadowing elements of hip-hop musical

production. When analyzing and interpreting each of jazz's sub-genres, Bland includes

musical clips to illustrate his points, but when Alex declares jazz to be dead, the nature of

these illustrations changes drastically. Rather than present unaltered, representative clips

ofjazz music, Bland splices highly particular phrases (seemingly out of their original

contexts) to repeat themselves over and over. He juxtaposes these harmonically

unmoored jazz loops against images of abandoned instruments, burning buildings, and

slum dwellings, to the effect that j azz literally becomes a grotesque, stagnant product of

oppressive social forces. His innovative use oflooping prefigures the use ofloops in hip

hop production by about twenty years, and anticipates hip-hop's ability to re

contextualize extant sounds for new purposes more generally.

All of these features make The Cry ofJazz a powerful work, but history shows that

Bland pushes the bounds of his analysis too far. With the added benefit of hindsight, one

can see that jazz, "body" and "spirit," was nowhere near "dead," and that Sun Ra was

only one of many emerging pivotal figures (such as Ornette Coleman, John Coltrane, and

Cecil Taylor) that would innovatively redefine jazz's hannonic and rhythmic possibilities

in the late 50s and 60s, particularly through their pioneering of free jazz fonns. Indeed,

many ofthese artists would actually dispense with the kinds of "changes" (or repetitive

harmonic structure) that Bland's structural argument imbues with so much meaning.

Furthennore, Bland does not provide any account of how any individual listeners and

musicians actually live with jazz, think about it, make sense oftheir participation in it.

Some ofthese criticisms apply to the work of Amiri Baraka as he is writing from a

very similar philosophical approach to Bland's, except he is not quite as reductive in his



parameters for what constitutes jazz and actually engages with the new directions jazz

was taking in his writing. Baraka would also likely take issue with Bland's separation of

jazz's "body" and "spirit," as Baraka and the other Black Arts Movement

writers "collapsed the distinctions between musical and other black expressions to such

an extent that black music is seen as black life itself, pressed into its purest essence" - in

other words, any black music's body is already an articulation ofthe black spirit

(Benston quoted in Robinson 2005: 22). Furthermore, Baraka has more faith in the

revolutionary potential ofjazz than does Bland, suggesting in his poetry that "black

music should be used as a rallying cry for liberation and power" (21). It is with the Black

Arts Movement that we first have black writers merging the realms ofthe aesthetic and

the ethical when evaluating the merits of artistic production.

With these concerns in mind, Baraka examines jazz in the broader context of black

music, writing comparatively of R&B and avant-garde (though he eschews the term for

New Music) jazz in his landmark essay "The Changing Same (R&B And New Black

Music)," noting that all black music contains "The blues impulse transferred ...

containing a race, and its expression" (Baraka 1967: 180). For Baraka, both R&B artists

and New Musicians are ultimately singing and playing about their lives, and their

differences in form "are artificial, or they are merely indicative of the different

placements of spirit" (189). He distinguishes the two forms by positing R&B as more

sensuous and grounded in the day-to-day experience of African-American life, and New

Music as searching for more abstract, essential truths. According to Baraka, "it is the

expanding ofthe consciousness of the given that they are interested in, not merely

expressing what is already there, or alluded to" (188). The New Musicians' self-



conscious journeys into spiritually uncharted territories are projected onto the

more "free," open musical forms used by the New Musicians in their approach to jazz.

Rather than obliquely dismissing white influences on jazz as Bland does, however,

Baraka takes them more seriously, maintaining suspicions that some ofthe innovation in

free jazz is really consists of a "whitening" ofthe music. For example, he describes Cecil

Taylor as the "most European sounding ofthe New Music," undoubtedly referencing his

training at the New England Conservatory, but allows that "his music is moving because

he is still Black" (197). The essay contains many qualifying statements like those with

regards to so-called art jazz. Near the conclusion of his essay, despite his apparent

respect and admiration for Coleman, Baraka writes that "James Brown's screams, etc.,

are more 'radical' than most jazz musicians sound, etc. Certainly his sound is 'further

out' than Ornette's ... it is just that on the white man's instrument it is 'new'" (210). This

reflects the Black Arts Movement's writers' larger tendencies to valorize sounds coming

from the black-lower class, or the "folk," as being somehow more authentically

representative ofthe African-American experience than those produced by more formally

trained jazz musicians.

If Ed Bland's and Amiri Baraka's conceptions of the structure and purpose of black

music were too racially essentializing and prescriptive, they still provide valuable entry

points into considering how a music's aesthetic, structural qualities are influenced by the

sociopolitical context in which the music is made, and vice-versa. Many ofthe musicians

they discuss did self-consciously create pieces that work, spoke to, and challenged

oppressive social forces, but on terms that were only at times in alignment with the

rubrics provided by Bland and Baraka.



Through racially coding certain sounds and instruments as being more "black"

or "white," however, Baraka does not fully pay justice to ways in which many musicians

ofthe period actually were engaged in forms of activism through their music beyond the

terms proscribed by black nationalism. 5 The same Cecil Taylor that Baraka describes as

writing the most "European" compositions, for instance, conceived of his music in

starkly anti-corporate terms, with his highly percussive improvisational explorations

arising in direct opposition to the increasingly formulaic qualities of recorded music in an

age of its expanding industrial reproduction and distribution. For Taylor, musicians can

work to change the environment in which they perform their music by changing the

music's very organizational structure, forcing audiences and institutions to adapt

themselves to their new approaches. So while Taylor's work is explicitly counter

hegemonic (and in some ways, deconstructive of established notions of what music

should be), it does not rely on categories of "whiteness" or "blackness" to be so. Even a

musician like Archie Shepp, composing highly politicized music from a black nationalist

framework, emphasized "the importance of class (even more than race) in the continued

oppression of African Americans," warning against overly romanticized notions of

blackness and authenticity (Robinson 2005: 27). Then a musician like Sun Ra, drawing

upon African and Egyptian imagery, actually locates societal problems beyond the Earth

itself, aiming to "counter bad vibrations" coming from outer space onto Earth through his

music. Robinson (2005) provides many other examples of musicians who displayed

ambivalent attitudes toward the Black Arts' Movement reification of racialized

understandings toward black cultural production.

5 Much of the analysis thal follows is indebted to Robinson (2005).



Given these iconic examples of highly bombastic, polemic, and incisive analyses

tying together concerns of musical aesthetics and politics in the wake ofthe Civil Rights

and Black Power movements, it is surprising to think that these kinds of political

examinations are not taking place around hip-hop, at least on an academic level6 One of

the few hip-hop books to address forthrightly issues of hip-hop's sonic organization and

tie them to broader issues concerning politics and racial authenticity is Adam Krims' Rap

Music and the Poetics ofIdentity. The claim he is trying to make is a fairly modest one,

merely that "the sonic organization of rap music -- both the rapping itself and the musical

tracks that accompany it --is directly and profoundly implicated in rap's cultural

workings (resistant or otherwise), especially in the fonnation of identities" (Krims 2000:

2). Krims has a far more ambivalent relationship to answering questions of whether rap

music's sonic qualities can be tied to practices of resistance than Bland and Baraka

display when discussing jazz. Instead, he narrows his focus to consider how the musical

poetics of rap music infonn identity fonnation, as he believes "hip-hop culture, with its

focus on 'realness' and claims of cultural ownership, foregrounds identity with an

explicitness well-nigh unprecedented even in the ethnically and gender-loaded world of

popular musics" (9).

In theoretical respects, however, Krims must contend with powerful strain of

literature in popular music studies and musicology that problematizes academic close

readings of musical texts that evolved between the publishing ofBlackMusic and his

time of writing in the early twenty-first century.7 He highlights the many dangers that

6 Hip-hop journal isis, critics, and fflthusi asts ar6\ however, havi ng these sorts of oonversalions
routinely.
7 See McClary and Walser (1990), Manuel (1993), and Tomlinson (1993) for a few examples.



cultural theorists have articulated: closed textual analyses may not leave room for

audience inflection, divorce musical texts from their social context, and potentially take

the texts out ofthe control oftheir communities of origin, among other things 8 A

passage from Tomlinson (1993) may be taken as representative: "we might try to see

more clearly that categories such as 'work,' 'art,' 'the aesthetic,' even 'music' itself are

not truths given us by the world ... but rather are themselves cultural constructions darkly

tinted for us with modernist ideology" (Tomlinson 1993: 23). While one ofthe major

insights ofthe sociology of art has been the destabilization of art objects as

transcendental and autonomous of social process, for Krims, and for myself, there is too

much lost by glossing over issues of musical organization, "precisely because artists, the

music industry, and audiences o[popular music take it seriously" (Krims 2000: 29,

emphasis his). To truly begin to grasp the cultural work being performed by hip-hop,

then, one must understand it on the terms ofthose who practice, promote, and consume

it; that is, via its very musicality 9

Krims takes film theory as a model for musical analysis to aspire to, observing

that "a signal motivation of film-studies poetics ... has been the location of ideology in

the construction offilm" (23). While acknowledging that classical music theory does not

make that link between a musical text's structure and ideology, Krims hopes to expand

8 Krims deflects these criticisms by calling for the dEWeiopment of audience studies and
ethnographically informed research, but does not actually incorporateeithff approach into his
work. The resulting shorlcomings wi II be soon apparent.
9 The notion of a passive consumer of art, who completely buys into the object's autonomy, also
needs to be regularly challenged. As Reunion (2003) reminds us: "Music lovers, fully aware
that tastes are relative, historical, the supports ofvarious social rites, display them as arbitrary,
socially determined sigus. Strange paradox of a highly reflexive field: it is the sociologist who
must henceforth 'de-sociologise' the amateur ifhe wants her to speak back of her pleasure,
of what holds her, of the astonishing techniques and tricks she develops in order to reach,
sometimes, her joy."



its parameters in order to accomplish those goals exactly. Instead of being understood as

a highly specialized, Western-oriented form oftextual analysis, Krims would like to

reconfigure "music theory to mean simply theory (including cultural and social theory)

about music," much in the way "film theory" does (27). The term "musical poetics" will

replace "music theory" as "the designing of models of intramusical relations and analysis

of particular pieces" (27). By introducing these terminological changes, Krims hopes to

foreground the fact that musical theory should be engaged in dealing with how music

actually works in cultural settings, with poetic analysis merely being a means toward

understanding how music's organizational features speak to that cultural work.

This is an elegant and well-reasoned argument, and the very validity of this thesis

rests upon these same assumptions. Unfortunately, despite being useful and enlightening

in some respects, Krims' actual close readings of rap also suffer from the pitfalls

described by the skeptics Krims is responding to. Krims chooses to discuss hip-hop in

terms of a genre system, denoting four different sub-genres that differ along the axes of

MCing styles, the style of musical tracks, and subject matter. These sub-genres are party

rap, mack rap, jazz/bohemian rap, and reality rap.· Needless to say, these categories have

become hopelessly outdated since the late 1990s, even when taken on their own terms,

with old sub-genres fading and/or being subsumed under new generic formations. Some

ofthe genre distinctions also are more convincing than others, with the "jazz/bohemian"

category striking me as especially fraught; for instance, "playful irony" is not necessarily

only a distinguishing factor of "jazz/bohemian" rap, but could easily be taken to be true

of rap in general - the verbal dexterity and wordplay of rappers is often bemused and



ironic. Despite these caveats, Krims' point about the relationality of hip-hop texts is well-

taken, and artists are commonly understood as much as by styles they adopt as styles they

are opposed to. 10

Where Krims' approach begins to falter significantly, however, is in his close

analysis ofIce Cube's "The N*gga Ya Love To Hate." It is the first cut off ofIce Cube's

seminal and controversial 1990 debut LP, AmeriKKKa's Most Wanted, a play on the

popular television show America 's Most Wanted, a series which arguably reinforces

stereotypes that link ethnic minorities to the perpetration of crime while glorifying the

police as a benign institution keeping society in order. AmeriKKa's Most Wanted is full

of incisive and self-righteous sociopolitical commentary about the effects of

institutionalized racism and poverty in inner-city Los Angeles, complemented by

production from political rap-group Public Enemy's musical outfit, the Bomb Squad.

First, it should be noted that Krims deserves praise for actually attempting to create

a model of musical organization that speaks to hip-hop music's particular workings.

Thus, instead of simply transposing Western classical style notation onto the track, Krims

deploys a schema he terms a "layering graph," which does provide a more accurate

representation of how the layering of hip-hop samples and lyrics interact in producing

what Krims terms a "black revolutionary identity" (96). While it is designed to be

10 Krims provides the oft-cited example of The Roots' "What They Do" (offered as an example
of the 'jazz/bohemian style"), a music video ironically critiquing mainstream's rap increasingly
ostentatious celebrations of wealth and women. This dynamic, however, works both ways, with
Malice of "coke rap" outfit Clipse declaring on 2009's "Foosteps": "I miss my homie but she's
missing her dad/It weighs on my conscience and I hate conscious rap." Although Malice would
likely be characterized under the banner of "reality rap" for his regular discussions about drug
dealing, here he self-consciously adopts a trope of "conscious" or "bohemian" rap - that of regret
- while distancing hirnselffrom the sub-genre itself.



accessible to the scholar and casual reader alike, I could not help but feel overwhelmed

by the myriad numbers, instruments, and categories contained within Krims' charts, and

relating the lyrical content to this complex system of notation becomes an almost

impossible propositionll

The weakness of Krims' analysis is not simply predicated on the fact ofthe

layering graphs and charts themselves, however, but how he relies on them so heavily to

discuss how Ice Cube is projecting a "black revolutionary identity" - in other words,

Krims uses the detail of his notation to read far too much meaning into the mechanics of

the text. For example, there are two places in the song where triplet cymbal strikes accent

Ice Cube's lyrics: in the first instance, they accompany the words "Tom, Dick, and

Hank,"; in the second instance, they accompany "build, mold, and fold." An almost four

page long discussion follows in order for Krims to determine the answer "How, then, can

we resolve the conflict between, on the one hand, the triplet figure's unfavorable

semantic value in upbeat 3, and on the other hand, its favorable semantic value in adjunct

17?" (115). Not only does this question provide an example of the somewhat obfuscating

language used by Krims, with his talk of "adjunct 17" and "upbeat 3," but more

fundamentally, it shows how Krims is concerned with issues that would probably escape

the attention of both this song's producers and its listeners. 12

11 Krims' detailed notations are, unfortunately, no substitute for the aural product, and it would
be uselul to readers if he ocknowledged that. Adam Bradley and Andrew DuBois rOCffltly put
out aoompilation of hip-hop lyrics in The Anthology of Rap. Controver&y over its multiple
tranocription errors aside, there was an NPR segment (" Listening to Rap The First Time, With a
Book Critic," dated Nov. 4, 2010) where New York magazine's book critic sam Anderson read
the anthology in full, and then listened to the actual tracks afterward. His ori gi nal impressi ons
of the lyrics' qualities and meanings were oompletely upended, with his ooncluding that it
is" basically insane to make any kind of jUdgment about rap without hearing it."
12 This is a point raised in virtually every review I have read of Krims (2000) - see Kennett
(2001) for an 6<ample.



One is left with the sense that Krims' analysis does abstract "The N* gga You Love

To Hate" out of its actual social, creative context. 13 He never really justifies why such

minor, brief portions ofthe song should receive so much attention, and one would think

that an interview with Ice Cube or the Bomb Squad would have helped to illuminate

whether these triplet cymbal strikes were really critical to the projection of "contested

identities," or ifIce Cube and/or the Bomb Squad incidentally decided it would sound

good to couple Ice Cube's flow to the beat at those moments (as is fairly common

practice in rap songs). Additionally, a more nuanced, contextual analysis may have

looked at various media published about Ice Cube, AmeriKKKa's Most Wanted, the

Bomb Squad, and "The N* gga You Love To Hate" at the time, both in more "insider"

accounts such as hip-hop magazines (such as The Source) and more general music

media. Related to this point, he could have also analyzed the song by translating terms

and categories used by hip-hop fans (as he does in his delineation of genres), such as Ice

Cube's flow and the Bomb Squad's sample choices, in addition to a purely lyrical

analysis - this discourse could be found within hip-hop published media and

communities of fans. The next chapters will lay the groundwork for these kinds of

analyses by considering the importance of sound in black cultural production more

generally, and then by looking more squarely at the relationship between the history of

black music production and the history of sound recording technology. Specifically, in

13 One of the s:ronges: dlapters of the book oclually provides athoughtful, detailed analysis of
rap's ffiCiai oontext in the Netherlands (namely, the race and class dynamics at play betw63l1
Dutdl-language"Nederhop," American English rap, and Dutdl English rap in the Netherlands)
through aoombination of his own musical analysis (without theaid of layering graphs) and
intervieJVswith artis:sand label managers. The layering graphs are abffil1t, and Krims' useof
local participants' a=unts regarding the production, dis:ribution, and reception of these different
s:yles of hip-hop withi n the Netherlands provides the groundi ng that makes his textual readings
of theseartis:s' outputsoompelling and beliEWable.



my analysis of hip-hop artist Lil B's work in chapter 3, I approach his output by looking

to various statements in his interviews, his blending of musical subgenres, and hip-hop

fan responses to the former two elements via social networking sites such as YouTube.

Chapter 2· Recordjng Black SQunds



This chapter will elaborate upon the relationship between the histories of black

musical production and sound (re)production technologies. Sound recording has enabled

the commodification, objectification, and wide dissemination of "black music," and it has

also shaped the very compositional features of black genres such as jazz and hip-hop,

thus providing a useful entry point for thinking through the social and the aesthetic

together. 14 First, the chapter will look to the "empirical" effects of recording through

different media on the production, circulation, and consumption of black music,

primarily through two texts: Andre Millard's America on Record and Mark Katz's

Capturing Sound. Millard's account of the development of recording technology, though

at times dogmatic and reflexively anti-corporate, provides a useful historical reference,

and Katz provides a variety of examples demonstrating how black musical practices have

radically altered the progression of sound reproduction technology, and vice-versa. Then

the chapter will look to Alexander Weheliye's notion of "sonic Afro-Modernity," which

is a productive theoretical framework in considering the ways in which black music and

sound reproduction technologies have informed each other's development. One of

Weheliye's central claims, that sound offered a medium through which black subjectivity

could be articulated more freely than visual and written media, is somewhat complicated

by the history presented by Millard, but is still worth taking into account.

First, I would like to provide a brief history ofthe recording industry's

141f I do not offer asalisfadoriIy analytical dEfinition of "black music" in this paper, it is bocause
I am hesitant to reify catEgories of cultural produdion as inheraltly rocial ized, and yEt, I am
aware that an 6<planation of this mes&y catEgory musf be gival in order to make my analyses
moretransparalt. Put simply, I take "black music" to includegalres popularly undersfood to
have originated within black communities in the United states, such as the blues, R&B, jazz, and
hip-hop, to name afew. This dEfinition is lEft galeral as not to assert that pcrsonscoded as block
have some intrinsic "ownershi p" of thi s musi c or to daly the cross-cultural fadors whi ch have
contri buted to the creation and growth of these galres (especi ally in the case of hi p-hop).



relationship to black music, a relationship that was (and continues to be) often

exploitative. This is seen quite clearly in Millard's America on Record, a sweeping (if

at times general) recounting of sound recording technology's evolution, from the early

phonograph to the cassette tape. In addition to infiltrating most of America's public and

private spaces, more significantly for the purposes of this paper, Millard claims "recorded

sound played the critical part in the development oftwo uniquely American styles of

popular music: jazz and rock'n'roll" (Millard 1995: 12). Both were styles that found their

genesis in black communities, and both, to a certain extent, were appropriated by a white

dominated music industry.

By the turn ofthe twentieth century, "the phonograph had ushered in the age

of mechanical entertainment in America," and the average American could afford to

have at least one in his or her home (65). The phonograph was marketed as a vehicle

for the advancement of personal refinement, allowing Americans to hear "good music"

in places where "professional musicians never ventured" (Katz 2004: 51). Hearkening

back to Du Boisian "double consciousness," this dynamic was apparently also true

for black Americans at the time, for the pursuit of "good music," or rather, European

classical music, was "seen as a means to achieve equality with whites" (52). In addition

to permitting the dissemination of "good music" throughout America, the repeatability of

records also allowed consumers to listen to records over and over until they could truly

appreciate the value of "good music" (53). Popular recordings, on the other hand, were

often denigrated within this discourse, and repeatability was said to expose the flaws

inherent within those works.



The irony ofthese high-minded pronouncements by enthusiasts for the

phonograph, however, is that "good music" only represented "a small fraction of record

sales (perhaps no more than 10 percent)" (67). Meanwhile, the majority of record

sales were in popular music, a significant portion of which consisted of "coon," and

then "race" music. Millard observes that so-called "coon songs" were "the most popular

of all humorous material" in the early record catalogues during the 1890s (Millard

1995: 85). The coon song found its roots in the minstrel show of the 1840s, in which

white (and later black) performers would don blackface and perform dances and songs

based on offensive, degrading caricatures of black people. While some of the authors of

these songs were black, the majority ofthem were white. Millard details how the "lyrics

often contained painfully offensive renditions of African American dialect: 'Keep in

de Middle ob de Road' or Ts Your Nigger if you Wants Me, Liza Jane'" (97). These

song titles reinforce the notion that blacks at the time spoke a "broken" language, and

significantly, this denial of linguistic authority took place through sound recordings.

This would seem to challenge, or at least somewhat complicate, Weheliye's arguments

we will later encounter about the openness of sound as opposed to writing and vision for

black subjects; as shall be further demonstrated, the two will come affect the production,

consumption, and circulation of sound recordings as commodities.

Millard makes the claim that the "single most important cultural accomplishment

ofthe industry of recorded sound in the twentieth century was to make the music of black

Americans the popular music ofthe world" (96). While this claim is debatable, Millard

does bring an important fact to light - the history of popular American music, a music



that was and continues to be immensely popular throughout the world, is inextricably

linked to the history of black music in America. IS But it did not, according to Millard,

accurately represent the styles of black music in doing so. Instead of giving black

composers and musicians proper financial and cultural credit for the contributions, the

American record industry ensured that "the cultural identity of African Americans was

systematically removed from the music, making the final recording a commercial product

which could conform to the values of a white society" (96).

According to Millard, this was true of blues, jazz, and rock'n'roll. The all-white

Original Dixieland lass Band (ODJB) is infamous in jazz history for having made the

first studio jazz recordings. Millard (and several other critics) claim that, at the very

least, the recordings "do not accurately represent the way it was played at the time... It

had to become less improvised and more formal to suit the strict time requirements of

acoustic recording," among other things (100). Although they were from New Orleans,

they admitted to essentially "copying" styles from other black jazz bands at the time, and

acknowledged that they "couldn't play real colored style" (10 1).16 Still, the ODJB would

proceed to tour the United States and Europe based on their output, and so in Millard's

view, presented a diluted version ofjazz to the world. Millard also observes that the "hot"

jazz played by Louis Armstrong and other musicians in the 1920s, contrary to popular

myth, was only consumed by a small, white, affluent segment ofthe population, and

Armstrong's success during this period was the exception for black musicians, not

15 Thi s foci:, perhaps more than anythi ng, would seem to bolster Wehel iye' s asserti ons about
the OO1trai ity of block sounds to the oonstituti on of Western modernity - they provided its very
soundtrock.
16 One of the perverse effects of the separation of sound from its embodied source by reoords,
then, isthefad that soundsoould "pass" for black even when performed by white subjects, as
was the case here.



the rule. In the 1930s, white bandleaders such as Benny Goodman would achieve true

commercial popularity for jazz by transforming "hot" jazz into "sweet" jazz, through

which "the improvisation and hectic activity of hot jazz was tempered to appeal to a

wider audience" (179).17 This transition was also enabled by advances in recording and

playback technologies, through the introduction of electrical amplification. Microphones

could now "pick up every nuance ofthe voice," which altered singing and playing styles

(179).

Millard frames the evolution of blues and rock'n'roll in very similar terms. Like

jazz, blues in its "original" form "reflected the collective experience of black Americans

in the hard years after their emancipation," and like jazz, it also was not structurally

suited for acoustic recording due to its extended improvisatory elements (101). Still, the

record industry put out a kind of blues that were "far distant from the authentic blues

ofthe Mississippi Delta," tailored to the tastes of northern audiences (102). Before

continuing, however, I would like to question the authentic/commercial divide set up

by Millard here. First, he never explains in detail what the social and stylistic origins of

these "authentic," rural blues songs were, but assumes a priori that they express some

kind of true black folk expression, untouched by the forces of capitalism and modernity.

A lot of musicological scholarship has pointed to how the idea of the "folk" is, in fact,

17 I would liketo take a momfflt to express my slight diocomfort with Millard's narrative
- whi Ie the basi c themati c stems to be oorrect, I get the feel ing that he at ti mes acoords the
recording industry too much influfflC80ver musicians' stylistic choices Can we really say that
Bfflny Goodman, amusidan immfflsely respected by white and black players ali ke, simply
adopted swing to sell more records to a white audifflC8? I am not so sure- such an asss1:ion
would need to be supported by some kind of historical record of Bfflny Goodman's mUsings
(personal correspondfflO8S, diaries, etc.), which do not stem to exist. In other words, Millard is
pffiorming a kind of vffltriloquism that is not substantiated by actual evidfflC8, and this kind of
p5ychologizing isnot necessarily productive for hisargumfflt anyhow. Thisimpulsewill also
lead him to misread crudal aspects of dioco culture, as will be demonstrated shortly.



just as much a construction of modernity as the commercial records that Millard turns

his nose it. For instance, many ethnomusicologists would travel to the South to collect

and preserve black folk music, marveling at the odd time signatures used by singers and

untrained roughness of there voices. In many cases, however, scholars or fans familiar

with popular R&B would realize that these singers were not following any folk tradition.

Instead, they were doing they opposite, and were "clearly trying to imitate records that

could be heard and enjoyed in the jukebox down at the crossroads tavern... In other

words, the folklorist had recorded the efforts of amateurs to imitate the professionals

they admired. As for the 'irregular' blues choruses, they might well have been the result

of simple musical inability" (Williams 1977: 44). Thus, very often the "folk," taken

to represent pristine, unmediated expression by peoples untouched by modernity, is in

fact only possible through processes of modernity, both by the classification of musical

utterances as "folk" (through the work of folklorists) and the compositional features

of "folk" music in of itself.l8

Despite the problematic assumptions contained in his distinction

between "authentic" and "commercial" blues, Millard discussion of the co-optation of

rock'n'roll by record companies is useful. After World War II, rhythm and blues (R&B)

came into being with the (second) mass migration of black laborers from the south to

cities in the north and west. Its fusion with country music brought about the genre of

rock'n'roll. Initially, only independent record labels were putting out R&B/rock'n'roll19

records, and the decline of mass radio networks (usurped by television) enabled the

18 This process EWffl predates oound recordi ng, for there have beal examples of rural traditions in
the United Kingdom labeled as "folk" that were later understood to be oorrupted versions of old
popular music, likely introduotd through the spread of shoo music.
19 Millard oonflatesthetwotermsthroughoul his di s:ussi on.



fonnation of local radio stations, which "were much more sensitive to their audience's

changing needs than the majors or the networks" (232). While these niche stations were

often aimed as African American audiences, whites could also "tune into 'black'

stations" and "cross the color bar invisibly" (233). Soon, young white teenagers were

also purchasing rock'n'roll records that were being produced by independent labels.

Once the major labels caught wind ofthis new growing market, however, "the

majors began to copy or 'cover' them," and in doing so erased the more subversive

sexual and raw content from the recordings (234). Further, television began to play an

important role in promoting in the promotion of music during the 50s, and thus the image

ofthe performers increased in importance. What this meant was that "film and television

promoted a group of clean-cut young white singers," and not African Americans, as

the "stars ofrock'n'roll." America was not yet ready to accept black musicians as their

leading icons of popular music, especially within a genre as subversive as rock'n'roll.

Indeed, Millard states, "original R&B musicians were rarely allowed to perfonn their

songs to a white audience," for "this would have placed an intolerable strain on the

already tenuous color line in America" due to R&B's charged imagery and content (237).

These points indicate that black expression through sound, while perhaps more open than

expression through writing, was still constrained by the growing importance of imagery

in the marketing and presentation of music in the mid-twentieth century.

I would like to pause here, however, and further question this narrative in

which the recording industry's predominant achievement is the appropriation black (and

other marginalized) music, turning "fresh and exciting sound[s] that challenged the status



quo" into "predictable element[s]" (240). While Millard's points about the exclusion of

early black R&B performers and artists within R&B and rock'n'roll is well taken, his

regular assertions that commercial music is inherently "bland" or "predictable" is highly

debatable, and likely wrong (as, again, the success of hip-hop attests to in many ways)20

He also fails to consider how the records are actually used in the day-to-day lives of

marginalized subjects within the United States, at times fueling the vibrancy of anti-

status quo subcultures. This gap within his approach appears most painfully in his

dismissal of disco, asserting that its hold on the airwaves led "pop music in the 1970s"

to "become bland and predictable, as emotionless as the synthesizers that fabricated it"

(310).21 He then frames the arrival of punk as an answer to "bland" pop music and disco

and as the true inheritor to the legacy of rock'n'roll, noting with approval that "punk

brought back its excitement and spontaneity in a form that was even more threatening to

middle-class America than anything it had experienced in the 1950s" (311).

Unfortunately, these punks' attacks on disco could also be read as attacks on queer

communities and communities of color, which were heavily involved in the disco culture

ofthe 70s. As rock critic Robert Christgau observes, "it's a weird switch to act as if black

music (whatever exactly that means) is not rock and roll," including disco -like rock

(and punk), the roots disco can be traced back to early rhythm and blues (Christgau

1978). Many artists in the next wave of (post)-punk, such as New Order, Blondie, and

20 Even letting alone the fact that the categories of "bland" and "predictable" are highly
subjective, using "commercial music" as an aesthetic category so all-encompassing category as
to be analytically meaningless - rapper Iay-Z and country singer Taylor Swift, for example, share
very little in common, although both have achieved considerable commercial success.
21 Let us put aside, for now, the reactionary assumption that synthesizers and drum machines
are "emotionless," and that popular music before the 70s was not heavily mediated by various
electronic technologies.



Liquid Liquid, would even incorporate disco into their musical styles, but Millard elides

discussion ofthese artists (or is simply unaware).

At any rate, it is overly reductive to simply discuss the diluting effects the

recording industry had on black music, as recording would come to shape the very

properties of black music itself. Millard does acknowledge this at points, recounting

that scat music was born when Armstrong accidentally dropped his sheet music during

a recording session. He was subsequently forced to improvise vocals on the spot, and as

jazz educator David Baker points out, "a lot of players, learning by imitation, imitated

mistakes, simply because they didn't know they were mistakes. They sounded very hip

and far out, perhaps" (Baker 1977:46). Still, the spread of jazz records allowed musicians

to learn jazz styles even when they had no access to performances and sheet music, as

well as enable musicians to analyze their own performances: these effects should not be

underestimated in importance (Katz 2004; Eidson 2009).

Now that Millard has established about the importance of sound and its

associated technologies to black subjectivity in the twentieth century, I would like to

elaborate upon Weheliye's notion of "sonic Afro-Modernity" to further contextualize

these developments. In Phonographies, Weheliye takes on the task of "examining the

numerous links and relays between twentieth-century black cultural production and sound

technologies such as the phonograph and Walkman" (Weheliye 2005:3). There are a

number of reasons as to why he considers his study to be vital. First, Weheliye seeks

to address the ways in which the term "digital divide" is invoked in political discourse,

often under the assumption that "Afro-diasporic populations are inherently Luddite and



therefore situated outside the bounds of Western modernity" (2). While it is true black

populations have historically had a more difficult time of accessing the latest computer

technologies, Weheliye notes that the same cannot be said for black populations

and sound technology. Fleshing out the links between black cultural production and

phonographic technologies will suggest how "the interface of these two discourses

provides a singular mode of (black) modernity" (3). Conceiving of black cultural

practice as a central component of Western modernity, instead of "a minor modernity or

countermodernity," is really at the heart of Weheliye's project, and is simultaneously the

most productive and fraught aspect of his argument.

In exploring black subjectivity's articulation via sound, Weheliye is building off a

growing body of scholarship that has located sound and orality as the predominant realms

of black cultural expression. For example, Weheliye recapitulates Paul Gilroy's argument

in The BlackAtlantic that grants "the sonic a privileged place within Afro-diasporic

formations because of its ability to convey the horrors of slavery via its primarily

nonrepresentational attributes" (20). Weheliye argues that Gilroy unpacks "the lyrics of

black popular music and the interaction of performers with audiences," but unfortunately

for Weheliye, does not consider the ramifications of "the recording, reproduction, and

international distribution of black popular music" in of themselves (20, 21). Weheliye's

direct consideration ofthese factors' effects on black music and vice-versa is what is

meant to separate his work from that of Gilroy and previous scholars. Weheliye also

observes that in the late nineteenth century, when the phonograph was beginning to be

produced on a mass scale, "black subjects did not have the same access to alphabetic

writing as white subj ects" (36). In addition to facing barriers toward articulating



themselves through written script, black people also found their visual agency because of

racism. For instance, black men could literally lose their lives (often through lynching)

for "looking" at a white woman "inappropriately." Simultaneously, Weheliye draws upon

Du Bois's notion of "double-consciousness" articulated in The Souls ofBlack Folk, in

order to argues that "the black subject observes her/himself as split and doubled because

ofthe look of the white subject" (40). In Du Bois's own words, black double-

consciousness involves "this sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of

others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt

and pity" (Du Bois 1999). Thus, black subjects in America had to picture themselves

both in relation to white understandings of themselves as well as their own.

Given the constraints placed on black persons in the arenas of writing and vision

through structures of racism, Weheliye argues sound provided a space for black

subjectivity to be better realized. The phonograph was a crucial device in tying black

sounds to modernity, as for Weheliye, it finally provided black folks access to both

expression through linguistic signification (through the recording of speech) and non-

linguistic, embodied expression - the phonograph "seemingly heightened the

nonrepresentational, disembodied, transient qualities of music" (29). The phonograph

highlighted the transient qualities of music, as well as the material and extra-significatory

capacity ofthe voice, thus creating "a glaring rupture between sound and vision" (29)22

For the first time in history, one no longer needed to see a musician play or to watch a

person speak in order to hear their music and voice, respectively, but could do so in

22 Here, Weheliyedtes Lindon Barrel:t's notion of the singing voice, which "By highlighting the
enunciative or vocaliveaspecl and moment of the voice, singing voices mark the absence that
allows iteration and repel:ition" (Barrel:t 1999:84). Then6<t chapter of thisthesis wi II deal with
the rei ati onshi ps between black musical pradices, the voi ce, and sound technologies



separate times and locations; phonographs began to serve as substitutes for live

performances and musical scores. Sound, once seemingly perceived as an embodied,

locatable phenomenon, was then divorced from its usual sites of visual representation

(the performer's body, musical instruments, sheet music, etc.) It also allowed for cultural

practices to take on divergent meanings by different audiences in different spatial and

temporal contexts, and one only has to look to the sheer multitude of hip-hop scenes

within and without the US to recognize the salience ofthis point.

Weheliye's analysis convincingly suggests that black subjectivity in Western

modernity needs to be understood through sound, and more specifically, black sounds in

relation to the technological devices through which they are mediated. Phonographies,

unfortunately, does not quite demonstrate precisely how black sonic practices are

constitutive of modernity as such. This is mainly the result ofWeheliye's deliberate

methodological choices: he acknowledges early on that the text "imagines not a strict

historicist account of the interface between sound technologies and black culture," but

instead chooses "to trace the rhizomatic reverberations of sonic Afro-modernity through a

variety of historicocultural patterns" (3, 5).

The "rhizomatic reverberations" he chooses to focus on, however, do not

seem to reveal much about the contributions black musical production has had on the

development of sound reproduction technologies, even ifthey inform us about how black

subjects interact with sound technologies. He looks to literary texts (namely Invisible

Man and "Living with Music" by Ellison) and the 90s film I Like It Like That to examine

how black diasporic subjects "hear" their invisibility (through sound reproduction's



visual dislocation) and use devices such as the Walkman and stereo to demarcate private

and public spaces, respectively, but none of those examples demonstrate how these

practices are central to how sound reproduction has been shaped by black cultural

activity.

The closest Weheliye brings us to considering their shared mutual histories

is found in his discussion ofthe "mix," as practiced by W.E.B. Du Bois in The Souls

ofBlack Folk and contemporary DJs. Conceptually, his comparison ofDu Bois and

DJs is quite a novel and generative move, for he takes uses texts that are seemingly

temporally distinct and bounded from one another, and articulates each in terms of the

other, allowing both to be interpreted in radically new contexts. In doing this, he brings

us closer toward understanding the role ofthe "mix" in black culture, despite the time

that separates their activities; this is one instance in which his deliberately ahistoricist

approach pays dividends. Through this comparison, he shows how they "articulate what

exceeds the scopic as it has been formed in Western modernity" (83). For Weheliye,

the mix brings seemingly historically distinct materials together and "highlights the

amalgamation of its components, or rather the process ofthis (re)combination, as much

as it accentuates the individual parts from which it springs" (73). Du Bois achieves this

through the placement of musical notation representing African-American spirituals

before each chapter - oftentimes, the lyrics ofthese spirituals are combined with the

verses of poets belonging to the Western canon. Similarly, the techniques that DJs

use (such as beatmatching two records at once) enables them" to conceive of records

as raw sonic matter; records thus achieve their momentary meaning not as individual

entities but rather as different parts that constitute the mix" (89). In doing so, DJs quite



literally reconfigure the use of phonographs and records, as phonographs become musical

instruments instead of mere playback devices.

Aside from this chapter, however, there is "a strange dearth of sound in the book,

or at least a dearth of close engagement with the kind of materiality of sound he seems to

celebrate," as one reviewer noted (Somoroff 2007: 293). I am sympathetic to Weheliye's

attempts to resist the reification of "blackness" and its attendant sonic practices, but

without providing some kind of (even if tentative and self-reflexively fragmented) larger

historical context for these, major gaps are left unfilled. I am also somewhat confident

that closer engagement with black music's historical contexts would give Weheliye

pause before making the reductive, inaccurate claim that hip-hop is "a genre that, at least

lyrically, consists of little more than a performance of African American particularity"

(Weheliye 2007:206)23 Thus, in the next chapter we will see in much further detail how

technologies of recording have informed the very compositional features of black music,

and how, in turns, black artists have appropriated these technologies toward their own

ends.

Chapter 3· voice and the Sonic! JUCQusciQUS

"This is way past music .. this is emotions on the track." - Lil B

23 Wouldn't the phonograph, for Weheliye, dispel simpleinvocalionsof "lyrical" (lingUistically
signifying) vs. "non-lyrical" disti nctions, especially for a genre Iike hip-hop, where the power of
rhymes and beals are so intertwi ned? Put differently, Weheliye diocusses how the phonograph
augments the voi 08' s Ii ngui sti c and materi aI modes of address, but denies hi p- hop arti sts the
agency to play with this duality through thei r lyrical performances In chapter 3, it will become
clear that rappers do, indeed, significantly inoorporatethis duality of thevoioe into their musical
producti on.



Earlier this January, I saw Brandon McCartney, aka Lil B, the Based God, perfonn

live at the Highline Ballroom in New York City. It was only the twenty-one year old

Berkeley rapper's second time perfonning in New York, and tickets at the 700-person-

capacity venue had been sold out over two days in advance. Once inside, I was

immediately taken by the diversity ofthe audience; there were persons of all dispositions,

young black skaters, graying white hippies, middle-aged professionals, all present, all

presumably yearning to see the Based God in the flesh. After an agonizingly long wait

(collective chants of "we want Based God!" had carried on for well over an hour), Lil B

made his appearance in his trademark Vans, skin-tight V-Neck shirt, and skinny jeans,24

and proceeded to hold the crowd in rapt attention for the following hour and a half. He

drew on a wide range of material, from deceptively simple, repetitive, sing-along

anthems like "Ellen DeGeneres" and "Wonton Soup," to more lyrically complex material

like "B.O.R (Birth of Rap)," to talking over ambient synthesizer swooshes, and the

crowd's energy never let up despite the stylistic variety25 His projection of positivity,

through literal exhortations about the benefits of "positive thinking" between tracks,

decrying materialism ("I wear these same jeans and Vans every day"), and representing

for "real hip-hop," however, remained constant; during the course of the night Lil B

24 His outfit contributes to his projection of individual authenticity - in his music, he makes
many lyrical references to being perceived as gay for wearing such fitted clothing, but expresses
amusement and indifference. He has an upcoming mixtape titled I'm Gay, both meant to be a
re-appropriation of the term ("I am gay, I'm so happy. I'm a gay, heterosexual male") and a
statement of solidarity with the gay and lesbian community.
25 In the fonner kind of song, Lil B will repeat phrases such as "Wonton Soup" or the name of
a celebrity until they become seemingly devoid of semantic content. On tracks such as "B.O.R.
(Birth of Rap)," however, Lil B would touch on topics such as family, his struggle to maintain
personal relationships, the dangers oftechoology and social media, and more.



knighted a fan26, accepted clothing and jewelry from the crowd, and spoke on universal

themes like spirituality and love.

Through his performance of artistic sincerity (i.e. the constant shout outs to "real

hip-hop"), his invocation of different temporal and regional styles of hip-hop, and his

savvy use ofthe Internet as promotional tool, Lil B has positioned himself as an

intriguing figure to think through the relationship between black music and technology,

particularly as he engages musically and philosophically with their histories and the

history of hip-hop's musical production more specifically. Ultimately, Lil B self-

consciously subsumes all ofthese traits under his idea of "based," which speaks to a kind

of authentic performance and expression only accessible through unfiltered, immediately

rendered speech and vocality. His performance of "based," both in terms of his prolific

output of "based freestyles" and his larger artistic persona, are enabled precisely by the

increasing accessibility of sound recording, production, and playback technologies.

In considering how technology has played a formative role in the production of

black music, specifically hip-hop, this chapter will focus attention on the voice. The

voice provides a critical point of entry for this discussion because it is simultaneously a

locus of lyricality and writing as it is ofthe materiality and affectivity of sound. Much

has been written about the unique vocal traits and strategies used by black singers and

orators, from 19th-century spirituals (Rickford and Rickford 2000) to contemporary R&B

artists (Weheliye 2002; Tompkins 2010), but there have been surprisingly few

26 This occurred after the fan shouted into the microphone bei ng passed around, "Based God, take
my entirefamily!" Lil B claimed to be so moved that he got down on one knee, beckoned the fan
forward, and proceeded to cross him as the Queen of England would. It is also worth nothing that
the cover art of his mixtape" III usions of Grandeur" depids a cartoon version of Lil B dresood up
in Queen ElizabEth's royal garb.



explorations ofthe ways in which sound technologies have enabled novel vocal strategies

within rap music. Lindon Barrett's observation that the African-American singing

voice "foregrounds and plays upon bodily dimensions of vocal action usually taken for

granted" is applicable to rap music, as does his claim that "the insistent foregrounding of

this materiality" serves to "underscore the acoustic and affective materiality of all

linguistic signs" (Barrett 1999: 78, 79). Barrett does not mention, however, how sound

technologies have augmented the black voice's affective, material dimensions, even as

they decouple the voice from the body. By looking at the musical evolution of hip-hop,

first generally, then through the figure of Lil B, this chapter will begin to fill that gap,

and in doing so, will suggest a methodology for thinking through sociopolitical critiques

of black music alongside critiques that consider its more affective dimensions.

First, the chapter will provide some context for the discussion ofthe voice that is to

follow. It will consider the implications of Walter Benjamin's essay "The Work of Art in

the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" for thinking about how genres of black music such

as jazz and hip-hop have incorporated new sonic possibilities afforded by the process of

sound reproduction into their own formal organization. Next, the chapter will turn its

attention squarely to hip-hop, first socioeconomically by situating its evolution as an art

form from the South Bronx in the 70s to contemporary global commodity, then returning

to Benjamin to consider more pointedly how hip-hop artists have made use ofthe sonic

unconscious opened up through sound recording technologies with respect to the voice,

through techniques such as sampling and punching in. Finally, the chapter will end with a

thorough discussion of Lil B and his concept of "based" expression, demonstrating that

Lil B's appeal lies in his self-conscious staging of "authenticity" through spontaneous,



recorded vocal perfonnances, perfonnances that often directly address the history of

black musical production themselves. The success of these perfonnances, furthennore, is

enhanced their location in the networked publics of YouTube, MySpace, and the general

blogopshere, opening up Lil B's access to various interpretive communities (boyd 2010;

Fish 1976).

Black Music in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction

Before discussing hip-hop artists' elaboration ofthe voice through sound recording

technology, it is worth thinking through the significance ofthe fact that hip-hop (as well

as jazz and R&B) had its genesis in an age of ever accelerating mechanical reproduction.

In his famous essay, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," Walter

Benjamin explores the effects that new technologies of reproduction exert upon art,

particularly on painting, film, and photography. Benjamin argues that art that is

reproduced mechanically loses its authenticity, or its "aura," as he locates "the unique

value of the 'authentic' work of art" in "its basis in ritual, the location of its original use

value" (Benjamin 2007: 224). Before the age of mechanical reproduction, audiences

could only listen to musical perfonnances at the specific times and locations they

occurred, but after the advent of audio recording, this was no longer true; records and

other mechanical containers of art have freed "the work of art from its parasitical

dependence on ritual" (224). Somewhat paradoxically, only in this very moment that art

can be mechanically reproduced does the notion of the original or authentic work of art

come into being. Going further, Benjamin observes that to "an ever greater degree the

work of art reproduced becomes the work of art designed for reproducibility" (224).



Benjamin takes film and photography as examples art forms that have designed

specifically for reproducibility.

Although black musical genres have also been profoundly affected by mechanical

reproducibility, they blur and challenge the distinctions set into place by Benjamin

between pre-reproduction and post-reproduction artwork. Jazz, for example, existed for a

long while before it became "associated with the birth and development of sound

recordings" in the 1920s, but sound recording has had a monumental impact both on the

sociopolitical and aesthetic evolution of jazz since (Coulthard 2007: 1). Jazz

performances were (and largely still are) characterized by their spontaneous,

improvisatory elements, and fixing such performances onto repeatable records can be

seen as somewhat antithetical to the spirit of jazz itself.

But it is precisely the phonograph's ability to capture ephemeral moments,

moments of invention in the natural course of performance, that has helped jazz

musicians to hone their craft. For one, improvisers were granted the ability to listen to

and critique their performances after the fact, and somewhat famously John Coltrane

would have his wife bring "a tape-recorder to his gigs so that he could listen to the

playbacks later on. Thus Coltrane maintained a kind of dialogue with his earlier

performance, possible because of the mediation of recording technology" (Elsdon 2010:

155). In a similar vein, free jazz saxophonist Archie Shepp attributes the finding of his

musical "voice" to playback technology, realizing that he subconsciously was attempting

to imitate Coltrane's style (Imagine the Sound: 1981). Additionally, performances in the

studio as opposed to those in live venues do not have to adhere to immediate audience



expectations, and thus musicians had more freedom to experiment. Some artists have

even gone as far as to incorporate recording directly into their improvisatory practice. For

example, in his 1963 album Conversations With Myself, pianist Bill Evans "first recorded

a single track, then a second track while listening and reacting to the first one, and then a

third track" in reaction to the first two, thus improvising upon his own earlier

improvisations and troubling Benjamin's division between an original and a mechanical

reproduction of a work of art (Coulthard 2007: 7).

Hip-Hop, History, and the Post-Industrial City

Before I begin to discuss how hip-hop's sonic features have been shaped by sound

recording technology, it is important to locate the origins of hip-hop within its

appropriate social, economic, and historical context. The different elements of hip-hop

culture (rapping, b-boying, DJing, and graffiti) began to coalesce in black and Latino

communities of color in the South Bronx during the late 1970s (Chang 2006; Rose 1994).

Many urban centers, such as the South Bronx within New York City, were experiencing

the effects of deindustrialization beginning in the early 1970s, with skilled manufacturing

jobs leaving the cities for the suburbs and, increasingly, developing countries in the (then

so-called) Third World. Furthermore, the completion of the Cross Bronx Expressway in

1972, brainchild of controversial city planner Robert Moses, further economically and

socially disrupted the livelihoods of many Bronx neighborhoods by cutting right through

them. These the effects of these harrowing changes were further amplified by the

reduction of federal funding for social services, public housing, and welfare programs.

Given this fraught economic climate, according to Rose (1994), some un(der)employed,



fonnerly skilled industrial workers, such as electricians and mechanics, applied their

technical abilities to the creation of turntables and sound systems. Many others turned to

hip-hop culture as a means of personal and collective expression. 27

While contemporary hip-hop recordings routinely contain several layers of sonic

signification,28 it is worth noting that hip-hop in its early fonn was not made to be

recorded, packaged, and distributed for mass consumption. In conventional lore, hip-hop

music was born when a DJ by the name of Kool Herc, originating from Jamaica, invented

the break29 Herc observed that audiences would dance and respond most energetically to

a song's climactic moment, usually one where all but the rhythm and percussion parts

would drop out. In order to increase the length of these moments, Herc thought to DJ

with two sets ofturntables with two copies of the same record, queuing one record's

break while the other played, thereby allowing these moments to be looped indefinitely,

and later DJs such as Grand Wizard Theodore and Grandmaster Flash would introduce

more complicated techniques (such as scratching) into the art form. Hip-hop DJs were

the first to conceptualize phonographs and turntables as instruments, using records both

for the sounds mechanically inscribed within them and for the material sounds that

turntables could elicit out of vinyl. During this early period, rappers (or MCs) largely

27 While Rose's analysis is powerful, some have claimed that it lacks a political dimension. For
example, in his review ofBlack Noise, Nick de Genova (1995) links the withdrawal of social
services from urban areas to the success of Civil Rights movement, asserting that these were
strategies deliberately pursued by the Arneican state to diminish the newly gained power of
communities of color in light of their legislative victories a few years earlier. Indeed, many hip
hop artists themselves invoke such a critique when detailing inoer-city life.
28 I mean this in the most basic of ways. For example, arapper might deliberately adopt an
aggressive, rhythmically jarring tone over a smooth, steady ooulful beat for the sake of irony.
Thus, each layer (the rapping and the beat), whileon their own signifying opposing impUlses,
work together to generate new meani ng.
29 For a highly readable and compelling history of hip-hap's musical as well associal origins, see
JEtf Chang's Can't Sop Won't Sop.



existed to support DJs by keeping the crowd hyped and entertained, and these

perfonnances themselves were not to be recorded and reproduced. After the surprise

success of The Sugarhill Gang's 1979 hit single "Rapper's Delight," in which MCs

Wonder Mike, Master Gee, and Big Bank Hank rapped over a sample lifted from

Chic's "Good Times," the potential market for recorded rap music became known.

In discussions of hip-hop's engagement with technology, its history, and the history

of (black) cultural production in general, critics most often turn to considerations of

sampling. Sampling is generally understood to be the incorporation of pre-existing

recorded material in a new composition. In many ways, the act of sampling pushes

Benjamin's realization about the emancipating effects of mechanical reproduction to the

extreme; sampling allows artists to re-appropriate, re-contextualize, and re-interpret

recorded sounds alongside their attendant histories. Mark Katz distinguishes sampling

from other fonns of musical quotation by highlighting its perfonnative aspects, defining

it as a "quotation that recreates all the details ofthe timbre and timing that evoke and

identify a unique sound event" (Katz 2005: 140). According to Katz, sampling's ability to

recapture entire perfonnances, rather than just musical utterances, allows it to access a

recording's sonic aura. In the context of sampling, then, the original recording is

somewhat ironically inscribed with an aura of authenticity that is alluded to, but is not

transferred to, in the new composition. 30

With the invention of digital samplers, samples can also be significantly altered

after the fact. For example, "noise can be removed to make an old recording sound

30 This point may deserve some qualification. Contemporary listeners of popular music are
perhaps just as likely to discover "original," sampled songs through their interpolation in newer
musical texts.



pristine, or even added to make a pristine recording sound old, as can often be heard in

recent popular music" (139). While Mark Katz places sampling within a history of

quotation within Western music, Tricia Rose links hip-hop artists' use of sampling to

black oral traditions, claiming they inform the ways in which samples often signify, work

through intertextuality, and through collage (Rose 1994)31

Generally, sample-based hip-hop is predominantly associated with the East Coast

rap (although producers from everywhere have used samples), particularly from the early

80s to the mid-90s -this period also happens to correspond with hip-hop's

alleged "Golden Age. "32 Producers prided themselves on their ability to work obscure

and eclectic sources into their beats, doing so in the spirit of sonic innovation33 For

instance, influential political-rap group Public Enemy's production outfit, the Bomb

Squad, would work create cacophonous walls of sound by layering samples within

samples, loops within loops, to complement rapper Chuck D's militant, bombastic raps.

Prince Paul's work on De La Soul's 1989 classic 3 Feet High and Rising is also

exemplary, drawing upon a huge range of samples (there are 21 known samples listed

online for track "Cool Breeze on the Rocks" alone), from a variety of musical genres,

films, and even a French language instruction guide. The Turtles sued De La Soul,

31 Examples to support Rose's claim abound - DJ Premier's scratch chorus on Mas
Del's" Mathematics" immediately oomesto mind. On that trock, Premier ploces a wide range
block artis:s (Ghostface Killah, Erykah Badu, Fat Joe, and James Brown to nameafeJV) in
oonversation with each other by scratching and interweaving exCffptsfrom their reoorded
material togel:her. For athorough exploration of the practioes and philosophies associated with
sampling in hip-hop (and delightfully full of a=unts and s:oriesfrom hip-hop produCffs
themselves), one should see Joseph Schloss's Making Beats: The Art of S3mple-Basa::I Hip-Hop
32 For hip-hop puris:s, this period represents the apex of rap music's lyrical and musical density,
aswell as rap music at its most politidzed. Many fans, myself included, find such periodization
to besimplis:icat 008:.
33 The valori zation of "di ggi n' in the crates" pfffoctly captures thi s impulffi, oonj uri ng an image
of driven obffissives oombi ng through s:acks and s:acks of neglocted, "dus:y" vi nyl in ooarch of
undiscovered gems.



however, for failing to clear their sampling of Turtles' track "You Showed Me," a suit

which was settled out of court.

Due to the influence ofthat ruling and other high-profile cases (Biz Markie, 2 Live

Crew), dense and layered sampling began to fall out of favor in the mainstream as the

costs and risks of sampling began to soar. 34 Thus from a contemporary point of view,

there is a kind of double nostalgia associated with sampling - samples themselves index

the history of musical production and sound technology, and it is a kind of production

that has lost ground commercially since the mid to late 90s. For instance, hip-hop

producer EI-P and pianist Matthew Shipp's group, the Blue Series Continuum, invoked

that kind of nostalgia on their 2004 collaboration High Water. After listening to tracks EI-

P had produced, Matthew Shipp and his band improvised while using them as a

springboard. Once their performance was recorded, EI-P returned to the new material and

reconstructed it. Although no samples were used in the making ofthe album, EI-P plays

with the nostalgia listeners often associate with jazz records by making some parts ofthe

album sound sampled. On "When the Moon Was Blue," whenever singer Harry Keys's

(EI-P's father's) voice comes through the mix, that slight ambience and hiss that so often

accompanies the playback of vinyl recordings is also present. EI-P's manipulation of his

father's voice in this context gains affective resonance when one considers that, in the

twenty-first century, vinyl has gained a kind of aura and authenticity in opposition to

34 This is not to~ that samples bocame a marginal part of hip-hop musical production - indted,
even to this day, hip-hop singlesare regularly based around samples (as Kanye's oeuvre would
attest to). Also, asfree, Internel:-only "mixtapes" have proliferated greatly over the last couple of
years, rappers and producers are increasingly incorporati ng samples into thei r work that would
be impossibleto clear, but do not nted to be as the songs are not being released commerdally.
3amples were also a mainstay of stereotypical East-Coast rap production well into the9Ds, and to
an extent conti nue to be today.



digital fonns of music (CDs and MP3s). Much of hip-hop's power then comes from its

ability to stage multiple auraticities simultaneously, paying tribute to and moving beyond

the ritualistic functions ascribed to older fonns of music.

Applying Benjamin, we can see how each new fonn of sonic mediation, initially

seen as alienating and inauthentic, becomes associated with authenticity once superseded

by an even newer fonn of media. Even further, however, this example would seem to

imply that increasingly hi-fidelity sound recording serves as an aural equivalent of

how "the camera introduces us to unconscious optics" (Benjamin 2007: 237). According

to Benjamin, film "extends our comprehension ofthe necessities which rule our

lives" "by close-ups of the things around us, by focusing on hidden details of familiar

objects" (236). Sound recording technologies (microphones, samplers) exert similar

effects on our relationship to hearing sounds. Again, the different temporalities signaled

by timbral differences within sampled songs alert us to the fact that some kind of pure,

natural sound is fantasy - in reaching a subject, sound always passes through a medium.

In other words, the mechanical interface ofthe microphone, recording studio, and record

player introduces us to a sonic unconscious. We will consider the implications of this

expanded sonic unconscious for the voice within hip-hop.

Sounding vs. Writing Lyricism in Hip-Hop

In thinking about how the voice works within rap music, it is useful to begin by

examining the relationship of rap music to writing (or writing as lyricism) more

generally. As explored earlier in the thesis, one strategy used within the West to deny

black subjects their humanity, especially during the time of slavery, was to limit their



access to literacy. Black subjects challenged this linking of humanity and literacy through

oral and sonic expression. For example, Barrett rightfully acknowledges that the "singing

voice in its very physiology underscores the potential for this disturbance of matters of

the singing voice. Singing amplifies generally overlooked and seemingly meaningless

physical dimensions of the signing voice, or speech - the originary self-presence that the

technology of literacy aims to recover, fix, represent" (Barrett 1999: 78). Much ofthe

resonance of hip-hop music is drawn from exploiting the gap between the affective

materiality of language, as it is spoken, sung, and rapped, and its significations. 35

The same can be said for other black genres, such as the blues. Critic Albert

Murray dismisses those who would focus primarily on the lyrics of blues singers as

outsiders, "Folklore-oriented social historians (sometimes also known as compilers of

oral history) and tone-deaf lexicographers -- not blues musicians and Saturday night

revelers" (Murray 1976: 79). Instead of reading into the literal meaning of blues lyrics,

listeners should be listening for the subtleties of a singer's vocal performances, especially

in the broader context ofthe song. Murray astutely notes that "verbal statement can be

contradicted and in effect canceled by any musical counterstatement," and on the other

side ofthe spectrum, scat singing has shown that singing can take on meaning even in the

absence of semantic referents (82). One must also account for the role that the

introduction ofthe microphone played in focusing singers' and listeners' attention

towards dynamic nuance in vocal performance. Singers could now speak

conversationally, croon softly and warmly, and still have their voices project clearly

35 Black Sheep's" U Mean I'm Not" immediately oomesto mind, a track where rapper Dres
yells shrilly and graphically about inflicting vi 01 enoeon his family after waking up one morning.
Between his hyperbolic ocreaming and the Blaxploitation-e&luedriving funk beat, it becomes
clear early on that he is parodying the then current trend of "hard" gangster rap.



during playback. Rap artists also frequently make use ofthe microphone's amplificatory

abilities on their records, adopting raspy, whispering, breathy flows. 36

Even beyond the general ways in which hip-hop and other genres of black music

have challenged semantic, literal interpretations oflanguage, hip-hop stylistically has a

very ambivalent relationship toward writing. Again, rapping was originally an

improvisatory activity, and freestyling remains a visible, if somewhat purist-oriented part

of hip-hop culture - freestyle battling is still a highly vibrant subculture within hip-hop,

with several high-profile competitions taking place throughout the world each year.

Freestyling is impressive precisely because it requires rappers to conjure compelling,

smart, and witty narratives without prior preparation37 Within the setting ofthe studio,

however, it has become conventionally understood that rappers write their lyrics before

they rap them. 38 This development coincided with the increasing "lyrical"39 complexity

of rap music from the mid-80s into the mid-90s, as rappers such as Rakim utilized

increasingly complex metaphors, internal rhymes, and off-beat flows in their music.

36 These vocal nuances are most often lost when these performances are translated into live
SEttings. Because of the loudness of the music and of the crowd itSEtf, many rappers must simply
shout thei r lyrics to be heard.
37 Many hip-hop fans have become quite cynical about the purity of contemporary "freestyles,"
with the increasing prevalence of rappers drawing upon pre-written material in their freestyles.
Still, it is important for rappers to at least maintain the illusion of spontaneity, as rapper Drake
was roundly criticized for pulling out his Blackberry and reading from it when asked to freestyle
on Hot 97.
38 Consider how rhyme notebooks and pens have become potent symbols within hip-hop's
lexicon. On his hit single "Made You Look," Nas raps on the chorus: "They shootin! -- Aw made
you look/You a slave to a page in my rhyme book." Another personal favorite is Wu-Tang rapper
Inspector Deck's opening verse on fellow clan member Raekwon's "Guillotine": "Poisonous
paragraphs, smash ya phonographiln half, it be the Inspector Deck on the warpath."

39 All rap music is dearly lyrical insofar as rappers rap lyrics, but I plaoe it in quotes here because
the term "lyrical" has oometo signify aoertain kind of East Coast 90s rap within hip-hop fan
circles. Dependi ng on who one speaks to, it can carry both positive and nEgative oonnotations
(often ti mes both si multaneously). Whi Ie bei ng "lyrical" oonnotes a oertai n ki nd of slki II,
intelligenoe, and craft, it also can oonnotea kind of seif-seriousnessand pseudo-intelledualizing
that somefansfind tiresome.



Even though writing rhymes has become a regular practice within hip-hop, some

rappers have attempted to distinguish themselves precisely by claiming not to write

within the studio. Popular rapper Jay-Z was one ofthe first to publicly declare that he did

not write lyrics down before crafting songs, boasting on "Death of Autotune" that he

is "the only rapper to rewrite history without a pen." After his admission, many other

rappers claimed that they also did not write down lyrics. In Adam Bhala Lough's

provocative documentary about LiP Wayne, The Carter, Wayne is asked why he does

not write down lyrics. His response is illuminating: "No evidence, I don't want to end up,

people selling my journals when I die. You have to be it. If you write it down you can

read it. The only thing I will leave is my music." The problem with writing is that it can

be read, by anyone, and others can thus steal the artistic and commercial benefits from a

song's actual creator. LiP Wayne quite literally aspires to embody his own lyricism, and

his ability to successfully do this is somewhat ironically enabled by recording

technologies, which decouple his voice from himself. He carries a compact recording kit

around with him on tour, and he appears to be recording at almost every free moment he

has to himself. Continuing the tradition of self-critique within jazz, Wayne typically will

drop a few lines, stop, and play them back, repeating himself as many times as necessary

until he is satisfied. Watching The Carter, I was quite shocked to see how many of the

distinctive affectations heard within Wayne's music (his croaking, his laughter, his

groaning) were practiced. This shows yet again how extra-linguistic aspects ofthe voice

are also deliberately valued within black music, and defy standard tools of literary



analysis. How does one represent a grunt on paper? A cackle?40

Hip-hop artists' concerns with carefully molding and shaping the pitch, tone, and

rhythm of their vocal performances, down to their breathing and shouting, also lend

support to my notion ofthe sonic unconscious. One valued measure of skill within hip-

hop that is enabled by the record player's exposure of "unconscious" sonorities is that of

breath control. Breath control generally refers to the ability of a rapper to maintain

regular breathing in the course of delivering a verse. If a rapper has poor breath control, a

listener will be subject to hearing the rapper inhale deeply and often between lines, which

serves to distract the listener from the rapper's lyrics as well as ruin the rapper's attempt

at projecting an effortless, skilled performance41 While some rappers have made an art

out of delivering seemingly breathless, tongue-twisting performances, and others have

simply allowed room for natural breathing within their rhyme schemes, others yet have

turned to the studio technique of "punching in" to deliver verses that would be otherwise

difficult or even impossible due to vocal limitations42 A rapper may deliver three, four,

however many lines until he or she runs out of breath. At that point, recording is halted,

and then restarted once they have taken another breath, thus creating the illusion of a

seamless transition. A trained listener can usually detect, however, when a rapper has

punched in a part of a verse, for the last syllable ofthe line will sound ever so slightly

40 Some of these e1emfflts are diff icult fflough to reproduoe vocally For exampl e, see rapper
JOOakiss' opaling cry on "Why," which is hard to describe verbal Iy - it soundssomel:hing likea
cross bel:w8ffl incredi bly high-pi tched Iaughter and a hawk ci rei ing its prey.
41 Listen to Lupe Fiasco's "Hurt Me Soul" for an unfortunately apt demonstration of this - one
can hear him gasp toward the end of every couple of lines.
42 For a frighteningly impressive demonstration of breath control, one should listen to Pharoahe
Monch's verse beginning at the 2:00 mark of Organized Konfusion's "Prisoners of War."



clipped, or a rapper's timbre will suddenly sound more lively and refreshed43 Fans and

artists both tend to have conflicted feelings about punching in - I, for one, sometimes

find the dialogic quality they add to vocal performances interesting (it sounds like a

rapper is responding to her or himself, instead of elaborating a prior statement, even if

she or he is doing so lyrically), although artists that rely heavily on punch ins often find it

difficult to reproduce their verses live. In this way, the potential of multiple takes

afforded by recording technologies has become a key (if somewhat controversial)

characteristic of hip-hop recordings.

The ability to record over oneself, or to overdub, is not simply used for the

purposes of punching in, however. Ad-libs, which can be seen as a kind of secondary

commentary on the very way in which the verse or song is unfolding, have become

increasingly regular feature of hip-hop music at least since the early 2000s. If you listen

to just about any track by Atlanta rapper Young Jeezy, for example, many of his

punchlines will be punctuated by laughs, "heeeeys," "yeaaaaahs," etc., but they are

layered directly over the "main" verse as it continues - in effect, Jeezy takes on the role

of both performer and audience, anticipating how listeners themselves will (and from his

vantage point, should) respond to his music, with energy and humor. He is using dubbing

to stage a call and response with himself, thus elaborating upon and enhancing a

fundamental Afro-diasporic oral practice through his use of technology (Gilroy 1994)44

Ad-libs are also used in a deliberately percussive way. Atlanta's Wacka Flocka Flame is

43 Sre Kanye west's hit single "Jesus Walks." He punches in many linesthroughoul theoong,
but it is especial Iy obvious in the transiti on from" My momma usa:! to say only Jesus can save us.'
Well momma .. "
44ln TheBlackAtiantic, Paul Gilroy identifies anti phony as afundamental feature of Afro
diasporic music (Gilroy 1994).



currently one ofthe more notorious rappers for doing this, with the presence of his

shouting exhortations oftentimes overwhelming his actual verses. The affective and

material dimensions Flocka and Jeezy's voices themselves, then, take precedence over

their strictly lyrical nodes of communication.

Lil B, Hip-Hop, and the Internet

When thinking about the intersections between technological change and hip-hop,

one must take into account how the Internet has come to play an increasing role in re

presenting and re-examining hip-hop's social and musical history. These changes are

taking place alongside the dramatic decline American recording industry. Rap record

sales have consistently fallen year after year since the mid 2000s (Jeffries 2011), and in

2011, signing a record deal with a major label is no guarantee of commercial success for

an aspiring artist. In addition, many critical discussions about hip-hop production now

take place on blogs, Facebook groups, and message boards. Rare, out of print records

have become digitized by fans and made available for download, and legendary live

performances are now accessible to fans over YouTube. The Internet has also opened up

a new space for critical voices working outside of mainstream publications or academia

to have involved conversations about rap music and shine light onto overlooked artists.

Rappers themselves have become aware ofthis new dynamic, and many have adjusted

their marketing goals toward generating online buzz, by releasing free music through

blogs and responding more directly to fans' inquiries via platforms such as Twitter and

Myspace.

Danah boyd provides a useful framework for theorizing the implications of these



new online developments. Artists' interactions networked publics brought into being

through websites such as YouTube and Myspace are of a different character than those in

other, omine publics. For instance, in contrast to omine expressions, online expressions

are "persistent" insofar as they "are automatically recorded and archived" (boyd 2010:

44). Once a song is uploaded onto one ofthose websites, it is there to stay. The hip-hop

artist who has perhaps best used this affordance to his advantage is Lil B, who first

gained notoriety through his innovative use of social media as much as the content of his

music. Between 2008 and 2009, he set up over 150 Myspace pages, each containing a

couple oftracks for free download. A part ofthe pleasure of becoming familiar with Lil

B's music resided in jumping from page to page, their visual sparseness reflecting the

ambient, sprawling sonic texts he would leave in their wake,45 and thus Lil B made the

most ofthe ways in which "profiles both represent the individual and serve as the locus

of interaction" (42). His use of multiple profiles reflects another critical difference

between texts disseminated within networked publics as opposed to other publics -

the "content in networked publics can be accessed through search" (44). As the Internet

has made searching and exploring an artist's discography an easier and more centralized

process, Lil B has complicated this by encouraging fans to search through his multiple

discographies and mark their favorite materials for themselves - in a sense, this can be

seen as a deliberate, digital analog to the practice of "diggin' in the crates" mentioned

earlier, now associated with the nostalgia of vinyl and the Golden Age. He even refers to

45 All of 676 of these tracks wereoompiled and released by Lil B this past February on his Free
Music: The CorrplEieMyspaceColloction, for those who lacked the pati ence to follow him on his
Myspace journey.



his mixtapes as "rare collectables," releasing them in multiple editions46

His musical approach is inspired by his notion of "based" freestyles, which involve

him "rapping from the unconscious ... very pure, probably at a home studio, just getting a

chance to release." 47 This is distinct from the kind offreestyling discussed earlier, as it is

not meant to impress other heads or rappers with their complexity or ingenuity - their

significance is personal. Already, then, Lil B is inverting the standard aesthetic categories

brought to the evaluation of hip-hop songs, particularly with respect to freestyling, in

ways that are only possible precisely due to the mediation of his work through the

Internet. Lil B's casual reference ofthe "home studio," as distinct from the professional

studio, also highlights the extent to which recording technologies have become a fixture

in Americans' productive and intimate spaces. While recordings in the home studio will

most likely sound significantly more unpolished and unbalanced than those in the

professional studio, this would seem to work for, not against, the spirit of based

freestyling 48 Perhaps most significantly, however, Lil B links "based" rapping to his

unconscious, indicating that he views this recording process to be is in of itself generative

and revelatory - "based" rapping allows him to access and hear, for the first time, ideas,

thoughts, and emotions that he was previously unaware of. This logic reinforces my more

general claims about hip-hop, the voice, and the sonic unconscious, precisely that the

voice's mediation through recording technology enables listeners to hear in novel ways.

46 For 6<ample, Lil B has released four mixtapessimply invoking different "OOitions"
of "Flame": "Blue Flame," "Roo Flame," "Roo Flame: Evil Edition," and "Roo Flame: DEWil
Music Edition."
47 From a Lil B intcrvieJV with Fader Tv, November 25,2009.
48 Though Lil B has apologizoo for the poor mixing qUality of his reoordingson multiple
occasions.



Additionally, it is important for Lil B that these freestyles are unwritten, for "when

you write raps, you know, you're kinda thinking about what you're doing... but based

freestyle, that's probably my truest, just getting a chance to whatever I wauna say, like

my sketches." Here, Lil B explicitly troubles the connections made by Enlightenment

thinkers between truth and literacy. For Lil B, based freestyles are more "true" than

written raps because they lack the deliberation and conscious filtering involved in the

writing process. This also means that Lil B locates his authenticity within the realm of

voice, a voice that as only mediated insofar as it is recorded. Although writing and

recording are both forms of mediation, the mediation of the voice through sound

recording technologies has the ironic effect of making the voice seem pure, direct, and

unmediated. This point is elaborated upon by Laura Kunreuther in her analysis of FM

Radio and diaspora in Nepal, observing that the "disembodied quality of recorded sound

makes its messages appear to be transparent, unmediated, and direct," and so "Recorded

voices thus appear to be 'more real' and 'more pure' than language spoken face to face,

with its multiple sensory registers and gestures" (Kunreuther 2006: 328). Indeed, without

the intervention of sound recording technologies and increasingly accessible playback

platforms such as YouTube, artists like Lil B would never be able to promote themselves

through marketing themselves via an ideology such as "based." These unfiltered, stream-

of-consciousness raps would be lost to time in the very moment of utterance - now,

however, they exist as records, as testaments to Lil B's "authenticity," as well as

windows into Lil B's worldview49

49 The other clever aspect of "basal" freestyles, at leas: from a promotional standpoint, Iies in the
fad that se3ITlingly anyone can do a based freestyle, regardless of thei r rap ski lis, as long as they
remain true to themselves and their oonvidions.



In addition to this output, Lil B has opened his own personal YouTube video

channel (lilbpackl), currently at 243 uploads and counting. The rate at which he releases

new, low-budget, but highly original material is practically unmatched by most other

contemporary rappers, and he has established something of a living canon through his

YouTube postings. Lil B's music has sparked a number of widely circulated phrases and

actions that have conditioned the ways in which listeners have reacted to his work. After

releasing a music video for his track "Thank You Based God" on YouTube, for

instance, "thank you based god! !!" has become the default phrase through which fans

express appreciation for his music. 50 When I saw Lil B live in concert, invariably during

the performance audience members gathered around me would hysterically scream "oh

my god Based God" and "thank you based god!" Audience response to Lil B's "cooking

dance" instructional video provides another example ofthis phenomenon, with many

members of the crowd imitating the dance, doing a kind of air stew stirring with actual

spatulas and kitchen utensils in hand.

The proliferation of visual social media sites such as YouTube have thus allowed

for novel forms of reception and exchange between hip-hop artists and listeners, as well

as for the development of new subcultural followings within hip-hop. This kind of

extremely exaggerated response to his music is a part of his appeal, I think -listeners

have the opportunity to celebrate various tropes offandom through their self-conscious

performance, as encouraged through Lil B's music and the line it toes between authentic

expression and seemingly ironic excess. One could point to the fact that the record

50 There are a100 an innumerable amount of humorous photosfloaling around the InternEt that are
captioned "Thank You Based God!"



industry juggernaut has been largely successful at limiting the variety of hip-hop that is

heard on a national scale, over media such as television and radio, to explain why Lil B's

brand of authenticity is so powerful during this moment.

Stylistically, Lil B is almost impossible to categorize. He raps over Southern-style

electronic keyboard and drum machine beats, and collaborates extensively with Soulja

Boy, an easy target for hip-hop fans who criticize commercial rap's materialism and

misogyny. At least superficially, the lyrical content of Soulja Boy tracks tends to be

numbingly superficial and vacuous. For example, the chorus to his hit "Turn My Swag

On," which is repeated so often as to seemingly take up most ofthe song: "Hopped up

out the bed/Turned my swag on/Took a look at the mirror said what's up/Yeah, I'm

getting money." On the other hand, Lil B has recently released a song with producer 9th

Wonder and rappers Phonte and Jean Grae, who are often type casted as East-Coast

oriented, true-school revivalists that narrowly define what "good" hip-hop music is.

While comfortably adopting established styles associated with different sub-regions and

genres of hip-hop, Lil B's work has also managed to expand upon them. His

more "based" production often draws upon ethereal, slowed down vocal samples51 mixed

with sparse but precisely pointed drum arrangements, building upon both east Coast and

Southern traditions. By both working within and complicating specific archetypes of hip-

hop artistry, Lil B has been able to interact with a far wider variety of "interpretive

communities," or sub-groupings of fans which normally look to a specific sound or sub-

genre within hip-hop, than many of his peers (Fish 1976).

51 Sre"lIlusionsof Grandeur," "Birth of Rap (B.O.R), and "Motivation" forafeJVexamplesof
what I mean. On the" Illusions of Grandeur" video



Hip-hop listeners, evidenced over YouTube comments, respond differently to these

different aspects of his music. On "The Growth," a track detailing personal perseverance

that sounds straight out of the playbook of2000s East Coast soul sampling hip-hop, one

user comments: "fuck the old Iii b that shit was weak i hope he stays on this real smooth

shit," dismissing his more jokey, simple material. It is worth noting that the song, with its

boisterous horn sample, is characterized by the commenter as "smooth," perhaps

reflecting more of her or his traditional bias than the song's properties itself. The

implication is that his other material, much of which is fairly simple, is somehow

abrasive. On the aforementioned Jean Grae and Phonte collaboration, "Based for Your

Face," another commenter asks: "why does this song only have 30K views when the joke

songs he does have 1 Million + views?" Again, this commenter is invoking a hierarchy

between Lil B's "real" output and his less traditionally complex output, lamenting the

fact that the former does not get the attention that the latter does. This commenter is also

taking listeners to task, criticizing them for failing to approach Lil B's music with the

right (purist) critical priorities in mind.

On "Wonton Soup," his most watched song on YouTube, however, there are a slew

of commenters that defend the track against those who dismiss it as dumbing down hip

hop, or killing the culture (it largely consists of him repeating "eat that Wonton Soup.")

For example, one commenter writes: "If you say B sucks because of his lyrics, your

obviously missing the whole point. He does this to make people laugh. Based freestyles

are strictly meant not to make sense." For this commenter, concerns about lyrical

dexterity are inappropriate when evaluating the work of Lil B. Her or his understanding

of based, while differing slightly from Lil B's own definition (Lil B never claims that



they are "strictly nonsensical"), allows she or he to read Lil B's music not simply as

regular rap songs, but more broadly as comedic performance pieces. On "Illusions of

Grandeur," a song that frames the mindset of petty robbers in a tragic, but sympathetic

light, another commenter responds: "Stop making intellectual shit dog WE LUV THE

STOOPID SWAGGED GEEKD HAMMER SHYT-llove."

Thus, Lil B is able to appeal to a variety of listeners, both through his appropriation

of a wide sonic palette that draws upon a plethora of regional hip-hop styles, but also

through the articulation of his "based" philosophy, which providers listeners with a

context to understand his more obscene, controversial material as the product of

his "unfiltered voice." His use ofthe Internet has been especially instrumental in his

ascent to cult stardom, as he has made pointed use of how data is searchable, persistent,

and scalable through the networked publics present on sites such as Myspace and

YouTube. In an era where hip-hop's (and pop music's) commercial cache is dwindling,

rappers are increasingly turning to alternative forums for circulation oftheir music,

which in turn are calling new gestures and processes oflistening to and discovering new

music for hip-hop fans. Finally, the case of Lil B, as well as techniques such as sampling

and overdubbing, have shown how black musical producers have incorporated their

access to sonic unconscious, enabled through the history of sound recording technology,

into the very compositional features of their music.



Conclusion

One especially interesting narrative has emerged regarding the strategy of Lil B,

however, with some fans beginning to view his more "simple," provocative material as

part of a subversive marketing strategy. For example, on the music video

for "Motivation," one YouTube user observes: "shit n**** got some fucking ill

marketing skills fareal! put out sum terrible shit tracks that got hot beats kinda like waka

flocka then get mad views and people go searching for other songs n find he got actual

dope songs and is on some real shit. fucking genius right here!!!" While not articulated in

such explicit terms, I have encountered a good deal of comments that similarly assert that

Lil B had to release material like "Wonton Soup" for the purpose of calling attention to

himself and his more "real" work. According to this theory, Lil B is deliberately

exploiting the Internet's "scalability," as "the potential visibility in networked publics is

great," and what typically attracts visibility is "is often the funny, the crude, the

embarrassing, the mean, and the bizarre" (boyd 2010: 44). While this narrative is almost

certainly overly simplistic, I think its salience speaks to a number of issues raised in this

chapter and the thesis as a whole.

As discussed in both this and the previous chapter, the recording industry has

placed real constraints upon the ability of black artists to present their music on their own

terms, even as mechanical forms of reproduction and distribution have also helped to

enable the spread and stylistic growth of black musical genres. This dynamic is also alive

and well within hip-hop - although I would maintain that stylistic distinctions

between "underground" or "real" hip-hop and the "mainstream" are beginning to collapse



along with the commercial recording industry more generally, they continue to exist as

real categories insofar as hip-hop fans use them. Lil B is partly able to subvert this

dichotomy by explicitly framing his work as "based," as unconscious, authentic,

unmediated vocal expression, whether adopting the tropes of "mainstream" artists like

Soulja Boy or a more purist aesthetic, parallel to the sonic unconscious that sound

technologies have opened up. This narrative ofLil B-as-brilliant-marketer acknowledges

the radically new potential afforded by new technologies such as the home studio and the

Internet in the production and dissemination of innovative, "real" music, but still

maintains an understanding that artists must first use these technologies to

present "inauthentic" personas to garner widespread attention.

Thus, the example of Lil B clearly demonstrates that both artists and listeners

themselves are constantly positioning the production and reception of black music vis-a

vis the histories of technology and black cultural production. This dynamic serves to

bolster the claim made by Reunion (2003) that consumers of artwork are well aware of

the ways in which the composition and presentation of an artwork is somewhat socially

determined, and their own responses to the artwork are informed by this knowledge in

complicated ways - consumers do not take the transcendent, ahistoricist nature of the

artwork for granted. Furthermore, we have also seen how Reunion's concept of

mediation is a fruitful one for navigating the gap between allowing for the artwork's

autonomy while unpacking the social, economic, and historical factors which enable the

artwork to be produced, circulated, and consumed in the ways in which it is. Thus, the

task ofthe sociologist of art is to situate artworks in terms oftheir mediation, by

qualitatively researching how producers make use of mediation and deconstructing how



an artwork's mediation informs viewer and listener responses in complex, historically

inflected ways. We have seen that after considering how the history of sound recording

and the history of black musical production are intertwined, one can begin to theorize

black cultural production's social and affective qualities together, as evidenced through

my discussion ofthe aesthetic categories brought into being through the sonic

unconscIous.
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